HEARING, EYE
AND CHEMICAL
PROTECTION.

HEARING PROTECTION
We recommend hearing protectors with the highest Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) available. If you
already have hearing loss, a hearing protector with a lower NRR may be recommended. Questions?
Call us at 800-343-7527.

Earmuffs

Earmuffs with lightweight, stainless steel headbands resist bending and warping. Liquid/foam filled
earmuff cushions provide a comfortable fit.

Replacement Hygiene Kits
Extend the life of your earmuffs by replacing worn out cushions and dampening foam. Each hygiene
kits contains one pair of cushions and one pair of dampers.

3M™ PELTOR™ Optime™ 105 Earmuffs H10A
NRR 30 dB, Color: Black, Red

$23/pair
Earmuff Hygiene Kit HY10 $16.50
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3M™ Pro-Grade Earmuff
NRR 30 dB, Color: Black, Red

$24.75
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3M™ PELTOR™ Optime™ 101 H7A Earmuffs

Chemical Protection
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$18.50

NRR 27 dB, Color: Green

Earmuff Hygiene Kit HY7 $10
3M™ PELTOR™ Optime™ 98 Earmuffs H9A
NRR 25 dB, Color:Yellow

$15.75

Hygiene Kit H9A $13.75

Peltor™ Sport Small Hearing Protector
NRR 22 dB, Color: Black or Pink, sized for youth and smaller adults

$18
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HEARING BANDS

EYE PROTECTION

Banded style hearing protectors sit at/over the opening of the ear canal.

When used properly, eye protection can prevent eye injuries from small and flying particles, chemicals,
and radiant light. It is important to not wear contacts when working with chemicals or fine particles, as
contacts can trap these materials between the lens and eye leading to further damage. All safety glasses
meet ANSI Z87 2003 standards and offer 99.9% UV-A UV-B protection.

Howard Leight QB2®HYG
NRR 25 dB, Color: Orange. Soft, foam pods rest partially in ear providing
comfort and protection. One pair of replacement pods included.

$4.50/band
QB2® Replacement Pods

$2.50/pair

Edge Eyewear® Dakura Glasses
Jackson SafetyTM NemesisTM Glasses
Black frame, anti-fog, clear lens. Anti-scratch lens.

$5.50

EARPLUGS

Camo frame, anti-fog, amber lens. Anti-scratch lens.

$8.50

Scratch resistant hard coat, anti-fog
polycarbonate lens. Wrap around frame, no
side shield distortion.
Black frames, polarized smoke lens for bright
light conditions and blocking sunrays without
color distortion.

$12.50
Black frame, polarized copper lens make
outdoor conditions appear sharper.

$12.50
3M™ E-A-R™ TaperFit™, Uncorded

3M™ Skull Screws™

Disposable soft foam earplugs. Each pair enclosed
in a poly bag. NRR 33 dB

Uncorded, foam earplugs. Push-to-fit style
requires no roll down and makes for easy
insertion. NRR 32 dB.

$0.25/pair or $26/box of 200

$0.50/pair

Crews Bearkat® mini safety Glasses
Grey or clear lens. Ideal for individuals who
require a smaller spectacle. Recommended for
women and children.

$2.75

Pyramex® Avante™ Safety Glasses
Silver frame, indoor/outdoor, anti-fog, scratchresistant polycarbonate lens.

$5
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3M™ E-A-R™ Push-Ins™ Earplugs

Moldex Rockets

Corded, reusable, foam tip earplug. Push in style
requires no roll down. NRR 28 dB.

Corded, reusable, flange style earplugs. Push in
style. Carrying case included. NRR 27 dB.

$0.75/pair

$1.50/pair

Northeast Center for Occupational Health and Safety

®

Crews Law® Over The Glass (OTG)
Safety Glasses
Silver frame, grey or clear lens. Anti-fog,
Duramass® coating minimizes scratching and
fogging. Ratcheting temples adjust to fit over
most prescription eyewear.

$5.75

Radians Revelation™ Safety Glasses
Black frame, polarized smoke lens, and
5-position ratchet plus 4-position telescoping
temples for superior fit.

$11
800.343.7527 | info@necenter.org
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SPLASH GOGGLES
Protect your eyes when working around chemicals that may splash, spray or mist. Regular safety glasses do not
form a seal around the eyes and may allow hazardous chemicals to enter from around or underneath them.
Goggles may be worn over glasses.

Pyramex® Chemical splash goggles

Pyramex® Low profile chemical splash goggles

Indirect vents let in air flow but not chemical
splashes. Lenses are scratch-proof polycarbonate, and
soft vinyl mask conforms to face. Adjustable elastic
strap. Meets all ANSI Z87.1 requirements.

Anti-fog chemical splash goggle. Low profile with antiglare frame. Indirect vent provides chemical splash
protection. Adjustable elastic band and soft PVC frame.
Meets all ANSI Z87.1 requirements.

$2.50

$5

CHEMICAL PROTECTION
Before using any pesticide or chemical it is important to read the label and/or Safety Data Sheet (SDS).
They contain information about PPE requirements and guide you on how to use the pesticide or other
chemical safely and effectively.

Pyramex RIDGELINE®
Clear Face Shield

Ansell CPP™ Chemical
resistant apron

Protect yourself from impacts
and chemical splashes.
Made of scratch and impact
resistant polycarbonate.
Headgear has ratcheting
adjustment for a secure fit.
Visor can be flipped up when
not in use.

35”W X 45”L. Hycar nitrile
blend ideal for use in cold
conditions. Edges turned and
hemmed. Features rust-proof
metal grommets, extra-long
ties and reinforced bib.

$23.50

$14.25
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Uline Chemical
Resistant Nitrile
Gloves

Honeywell North®
Silver Shield/4H®
Gloves

Unlined 15 mil,
silicone and latex
free. Sizes S/M/L/
XL/2XL

2.7 mil, resistant to
over 280 different
chemicals, does not
contain latex, can be
used as a secondary
inner glove. Sizes: 7-11

$2/pair

$9/pair

To Order Call: 800.343.7527

Personal Protective Equipment Order Form
Contact Information
Name
Address

Phone
Email
Order Summary
Qty.

Description

Price

Subtotal

Order Total:
Tax:

Sales Tax: Based on county of
residence. (Do not add tax if you
are tax exempt or from out of New
York state)

Shipping (See Chart):
Total:

Method of Payment
Check made payable to NYCAMH*
Check #

_

For credit card orders,
call 800-343-7527

*NYCAMH- the New York Center for Agricultural Medicine and Health-processes PPE orders for the Northeast Center

